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The Challenge
This is an opportunity for students to showcase their analytics skills to solve 
real-world business problems using Humana’s data

Eligibility Requirements

o Student must be enrolled part- or full-time in an accredited Master of 
Science, Master of Arts, Master of Information Systems, Master of Public 
Health, Master of Business Administration, or similar master’s programs 
that educate in business, healthcare, or analytics located within the US

o One entry per team; teams must have 2-3 members from the same school

o If a participant drops out of the competition, no substitution is permitted

o If the team falls below the 2-person minimum due to a member leaving, the 
team is no longer eligible to compete

o Students may only participate on one team 

o Humana Employees are not eligible

759 Participants

279 Teams

71 Universities

$40K Top Prize

2020 Participation



Competition Timeline
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Sept 9 Sept 18 Sept 28 Oct 11 Oct 14 Nov 12Oct 23

Case Competition 
Kick off! 
4pm CST

Team Signups 
Deadline
5pm CST

Q&A with 
Competition 
Leadership

Submit 
Completed 

Analysis

50 Teams 
Selected to 
Advance to 

Round 2

Top 5 Finalists 
Selected & 

Notified 

Final 
Presentations 

*Virtually

*Final presentations will be completed virtually to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the finalists, judges, and support staff.



Submitted 
Questions
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Can we use any program or language that we would like in organizing the data? In other words, are there any restrictions as to how we do our analysis? 

A: There is no restriction on how you do your analysis.  The rules state, however, “Students may use any of the following analytical tools: SAS, SPSS, R, Python, Matlab, and 

Microsoft Excel”.

Is this holdout provided what we are judged on and what we provide scores and rankings for?

A: Correct.  The holdout file will be used in round 1 to determine the Top 50 entries based on AUC.

What, exactly, needs to be submitted on October 11?

A: Two things are required on 10/11 to be considered a complete submission:

1: Scored Holdout File: Your final model applied to the holdout file  

Fields to include: ID, SCORE, RANK

Accepted Format: CSV  

2: Written submission: Summary of analysis, insights, and recommendations.

Accepted format: Word, PDF

Is the PowerPoint due along with our model and write-up at the time of submission on October 11th?

A: No, the PowerPoint is not due on Oct 11th.  The PowerPoint will be required for the final presentations on 11/12 and are only expected from the Top 5 finalists.

What, if any, analysis are we expected to run on the holdout data for our submission?

A: The only thing you need to do with the holdout file is to score it with your ‘final’ model.  Once scored, you will provide the holdout file, along with the write-up for your 

completed submission on 10/11.  We will use your scored file to evaluate the performance of your model using ROC/AUC metrics.  This will determine if your team will make 

the top 50 submissions and move onto round 2 of judging.

Our team members are wondering how much AUC shall we reach to be the top 50. Do we have a place to see the current scores like Kaggle?  It's very important for 

us to decide on our direction of working.

A: We can’t tell you what the cut-off will be for AUC top 50 given it will be relative to all received submissions.  However, there will not be a ‘leader board’ of AUCs to compare 

your model...just like in the real-world.  Build and submit the model you think has good accuracy AND provides insights that can be used as a foundation for your 

recommendations.

Scored Holdout Example

ID,SCORE,RANK
1545,0.8954,1
32,0.8532,2
368,0.7976,3



Attribute / Data Specific
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Q: For the columns that start with "credit_" , I'm just not sure what the values represent. Like "credit_num_1stmtg_30to59dpd" is labeled as "Number 1st Mortgage Accts -

30 to 59 dpd". I'd expect it to be a whole number because it seems like it is counting number of accounts past due. but the max value is this column is 0.0333.

A: These features were originally at the zip+4 level, but for this project they had to be rolled up to the zip level and hence the resulting feature result is no longer a whole number. 

Q: For the column labeled 'cons_hcaccprf_p', the values are supposed to be [P, C, H, O] but in the Training set they are all 1s and 0sA: 

A: Here are the updated descriptions for these features.

CONS_HCACCPRF_P - would be a 1 if this member is likely to have a preference to go to a personal doctor or personal care physician for their health care needs

CONS_HCSCCPRF_H - would be a 1 if this member is likely to have a preference to go to a hospital or standalone emergency room or urgent care center for their health care needs

Q: A couple of codes' definitions were not defined in the data documentation excel sheet. For example, the  'con%' (only a couple are defined in the KBM tab, what about 

the rest?), 'bh%', 'prov%', & 'rev%' columns. Where does the reference table sit? I don't seem to find any reference table in the downloaded zip file. I could only find the MCC 

reference table, but not for the behavioral health's, PDC, and REV variables.

A: Here are the updated descriptions for the BH features. PROV, PDC, and REV features should be determinable using information in the feature name, the feature description, and the 

“Acronyms_Terms” tab

bh_adtp_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder      

bh_aoth_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Other Anxiety Disorder        

bh_bipr_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Bipolar Disorder        

bh_cdal_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Alcohol Abuse        

bh_cdsb_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Substance Abuse        

bh_cdto_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Tobacco Use Disorder        

bh_dema_ind - binary indicator for each of the BH Categories - Major Depressive Disorder



Live Q&A



Final Submissions
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Submissions due on Sunday, October 11th at 11:59PM CT | Late submissions will not be accepted

Submit @ https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics

Scored File Format: CSV (Fields include: ID, SCORE, RANK) | Example:

Written Submission Format: MS Word, PDF 

Presentation Format: MS PowerPoint, PDF  

Final submission file names should be in the following format, using the first and last names of your team captain
o CaseCompetition_FirstName_LastName.csv

o CaseCompetition_FirstName_LastName.doc 

Judging is Blinded | Do not include names or school in content of submission

If you have any issues with your submission, please email: humanacasecomp@tamu.edu

ID,SCORE,RANK
1545,0.8954,1
32,0.8532,2
368,0.7976,3

http://www.humanatamuanalytics.com/register
mailto:humanacasecomp@tamu.edu


Website | https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics

Email | humanacasecomp@tamu.edu

Subsequent questions will be answered via website

o Questions will be compiled & answers provided on Tuesdays & Fridays 

o All teams will have access to the Q&A responses via the competition website

Ongoing Questions?
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https://mays.tamu.edu/humana-tamu-analytics
mailto:humanacasecomp@tamu.edu

